What is the effect of adjusting for more than one measure of current body size on the relation between birthweight and blood pressure?
The statistical validity of the negative associations observed between birthweight and disease in later life has recently been questioned, because these associations might be due, in part, to inappropriate adjustment for current body size, creating a statistical artefact known as the 'reversal paradox'. The aim of this study was to explore the effect of adjusting for more than one measure of current body size on the association between birthweight and disease in later life using simulations and meta-analyses of empirical studies. The simulations examined the relation between birthweight and adult systolic blood pressure before and after adjusting for one, two or three measures of current body size by including current weight and subsequently adding body mass index and height in successive analytical models. Meta-analyses were then performed to compare the effect sizes observed among empirical studies reporting associations between birthweight and blood pressure before and after adjusting for one or two measures of current body size. The meta-analyses confirmed the results of the simulations - both showed that associations between birthweight and blood pressure tend to become increasingly negative following adjustment for current body size, and that this effect is enhanced after adjusting for additional measures of current body size.